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VW Dash Storage Bin & Cover Installation Instructions 
 
 

1. Remove radio using 4 tools available from Crutchfield.  Insert long hook with 
notch toward center of the radio.  Tool will click into place.  Once all 4 tools are 
in place, pull on one top and one bottom tool to remove radio.   

 

 
 

 
 

2. Remove 4 radio tools by pulling outward firmly.   
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3. Pull radio out completely and remove wiring harnesses from rear of radio by 
pushing on tabs on the bottom of each of 3 harnesses.  Place radio aside.  

 
 
 

4. Remove 6 torx (T20 size) screws from exposed metal bracket.  Three screws will 
be on each side. 
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5. Gently pull bottom of bracket out by pulling from behind hazard and seat heater 
controls.  Complete metal bracket will slide out from under vents.   

 

 
 

6. Unplug hazard and seat heater controls by pressing on tabs on the rear of the 
controls.  Place bracket aside. 
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7. Firmly pull vent and storage assembly straight out toward rear of vehicle.  The 
entire assembly will pop out. 

 

 
 
 

8. Unplug small electrical connector from underside of assembly using your thumb.  
It’s a small tab. 

9. Use flat blade screwdriver to push on 1 tab on either side of old storage bin, 
pushing it up and out towards top of assembly. 
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10. Use a longer screwdriver inserted between vents and old storage bin to release 4 
tabs and allow old bin to completely release up and out of assembly. 

 

 
 

 
 

11. Remove old assembly and insert new Dash Storage Bin & Cover.  Rear of bin will 
catch on vents and hold it in place. 
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12. Place 2 speednuts over 2 holes in front of assembly, so that 2 holes in front of bin 
line up with speednut holes. 

 

 
 

13.  Insert 2 screws through front of bin and into speednuts.  Tighten with 
screwdriver.  Be sure to press bin tightly onto assembly and screw down firmly. 

 

 
 

14. Reinstall assembly into dash by firmly pushing it back into place, just as you 
pulled it out.  It will pop into place and be firmly seated when correctly inserted. 

15. Connect small electrical connector to bottom of assembly. 
16. Replace metal bracket with hazard and seat heaters by inserting top section under 

vents and then pushing bottom into place.   
17. Reconnect hazard and seat heater electrical connectors. 
18. Replace 6 torx screws into sides of metal bracket. 
19. Reconnect wiring harnesses to rear of stereo and slide stereo into opening, 

pushing firmly to latch it into place. 
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20. If your cover does not sit flush, open the cover and use an Allen wrench to adjust 
one or more of the four hex cams located on the arms where they split into a “Y”.  
Rotate clockwise to lower that corner of the cover, counter-clockwise to raise it. 

 

 
 

21. Test cover for open and close action without interference. 
 
 


